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The Rocks in Our Heads, Interlude XIV: Panarda! • Tips

A Word on the Trip Diaries and Their
Odd Titles

Loie has always taken notes on our trips; I used to struggle with a lot of gear
and took pictures. At some point she got a small camera and took over the
photography. Before digital photography and personal computers, Loie and
I used to make picture albums for our trips. Now we’ve gone digital!

As you may have read in the Introduction document and the
diary for Driving Yo, we’ve been taking trips we call Driving the
Stone Age. That’s a long story, but we’ve both been interested in
old stuff for a long time, so we took one trip in 1999, to the Scottish
Highlands and out islands, looking for what we thought would be a
good introduction to the beginnings of Western Civilization in the
Neolithic monuments so prevalent there. We decided we weren’t
seeing the beginning, but that it was fun nonetheless. (See The Rocks
in our Heads, Driving the Stone Age I: Highlands and Islands.) And
we got the Europe bug, so went to Italy and France, sometimes on
trips that were mainly Driving the Stone Age, sometimes not.
So as the trip diaries and albums accumulated, and when we
created a Life List of prehistoric sites, I started to name the trips.
We had DtSAs, and Interludes: trips with few or no prehistoric sites.
Then, I started to write an essay based on our thoughts garnered
driving the Stone Age, and a whole lot of reading. Loie didn’t like
the working title, so I changed it to The Rocks in Our Heads. When
the Trip Diaries went digital, I decided to munge the two projects
by including a serial version of the essay at the ends of the diaries.
So now we have The Rocks in Our Heads: DtSAs and The Rocks
in Our Heads: Interludes, both of which may end with an essay
installment.

◀
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Documentation Notes

In the beginning, Loie wrote out her Trip Diaries in longhand in notebooks.

For our trip “Driving the Stone Age X, The Oldest Stones” she bought a netbook computer and began to write her diaries with it. That made formatting
the diaries a lot easier!

But there were a few trips since that one where lugging the netbook was less than congenial, and she went back to hand-written
notes.
Her handwriting is beautiful, and I wanted to preserve some
aspects of it. In the Trip Diaries it has a few short-hand style
shortcuts. So, when you see meaning “and,” or @ meaning “at,”
or “w/” meaning “with” you will know that I have transcribed a
hand-written diary.

+

Navigation Tips
These interactive PDFs include…
a Bookmarks List for Days and their individual events, use
the Bookmarks; we hope your device will make that easy;
a clickable/tappable Table of Contents, and;
various hyperlinks.
You may also just page through by…
scrolling, clicking Page Down buttons, or;
right side tapping/right left swiping;
depending on your viewing device.
➧ Zoom the pictures to examine details.

(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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Preparation
Sent: Jan 8 [2014], 12:22 pm
To: Francis Cratil-Cretarola
Cc: Dolores Maminski, Dave, Frank
Dear Mr. Cratil-Cretarola,
I spoke yesterday to someone at your restaurant who advised me to
email you. My wife’s Aunt just sent us the article from the Washington
Post. We are very interested in attending this year’s panarda. Just hope
we’re not too late to be considered for the list!
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett
P.S. We were in Assisi just last October, enjoying very much visiting the
Franciscan basilica. Beautiful frescoes and setting.
Sent: Jan 13 [2014], 1:13 pm
To: bucky@luckypro.biz
Dear Mr. Edgett,
Thanks for you interest. Domenica did write a lovely article which I
think captured the communal spirit of the event.
Going forward, we will be holding the annual Panarda in December of
each year, always on a Sunday. If you’d like to be on the list of those
wishing to attend we could move forward in two ways: we could put
you on the electronic mailing list for our newsletter, which comes out
monthly; or we could put you on a separate list to be contacted a
month before the event (which will be held Dec. 7th, 2014).
Tell me which you prefer.
Thanks, Francis Cratil Cretarola
P.S. Next to Abruzzo and outside of southern Italy, Umbria is one of
our favorite Italian regions... still relatively unspoiled.

◀
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Sent: Nov 10 [2014], 8:21 am
To: Dolores Maminski
Dear Loie,
Look what just appeared in my email this morning! I don’t know; I’m
not sure I could do this anymore.
I assume we have about three more hours (< hyperbole) to decide
before it gets booked up?
Yours,
b
--------- Original Message --------Subject: 2014 Panarda at Le Virtu’
From: “Catherine Lee”
Date: 11/9/14 6:35 pm
To: [lots of email addresses]
Hello, this is Francis Cratil Cretarola, one of the owners of Le
Virtu’. All of you contacted us during the last year to ask about
the scheduling of the 2014 Panarda, the traditional 40-course
Abruzzese feast we hold each year at Le Virtu’. The delayed opening of Brigantessa, our 2nd location on East Passyunk, prevented
us from announcing our date before this moment (and for this we
apologize), but we are happy to say that this year’s Panarda will
move forward as planned on Sunday, Dec. 14th. It will begin at 12
noon and, as you all know, include 40 dishes and over 8 regional
wines. The cost will be $275 per person.
We’ve not publicly announced the date yet as we wanted to give
you all, who have already expressed interest in the event, first crack
at the available seats (about 35). If you are still interested, let us
know how many seats you’d like. We’d also like a deposit of $150
(per person) by Nov. 24th to secure your seats. You can call the
restaurant directly (215) 271-5626 or write us here.
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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To refresh your memory, I provide the link to Domenica
Marchetti’s wonderful article in the Washington Post: http://
www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/food/la-panarda-philadelphiarestaurant-hosts-an-agel-old-feast-thats-a-marathon-not-arace/2013/12/27/2664a19c-6bf5-11e3-a523-fe73f0ff6b8d_story.
html
Thank you all for your interest,
Francis Cratil Cretarola.

I can’t find any more emails about reservations, but by November
11 we had bought tickets for the train to Philadelphia. That must be
the quickest decision we’ve ever made! (Usually it takes Loie and I
months to decide on whether and how to do anything.)
Sent: Nov 17, 6:42 pm
To: Catherine Lee
Cc: Dolores Maminski
Dear Catherine,
If we had read this much earlier, we would have arranged to arrive in
appropriate medieval costume! As it is, next year we hope to have the
children’s brass band performing between courses. :^)

http://www.abruzzobloggercommunity.com/la-panarda/
Yours truly,
Bucky Edgett

That deservedly received no reply, but we were set to be off.
And as a footnote, in the course of research for this Trip
Document, I ran across Slow Abruzzo, which tells us “Le virtù is a
typical dish from Teramo, used to eat on the may first.”

◀
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Day 1: Saturday, December 13, 2014—Departure and Arrival

&

We took the train to Philadelphia on Saturday—short,
pleasant ride a taxi to Frank’s. B was determined not to eat,
but we decided a little something was sensible, especially if
we got in some walking. Walking with Frank in Philadelphia
is always a wonderful experience. First, he doesn’t have a
car so he is both a walker user of public transportation.
Second, he has lived in Philadelphia for decades, so he knows
every gossipy historical fact that exists. He’s an excellent
tour guide.
I would be remiss in failing to note that before going
anywhere, suitable adoration of Hodge* had to take be made!
We bussed downtown and walked to a pub Frank likes,
stopping along the way at the old Wanamaker department store,
now Macy’s—to see Christmas lights the eagle statue
(“Meet me at the eagle.”) We don’t have these enormous stores
in Baltimore anymore, and it was packed with shoppers.
Passing around the City Hall—past the giant clothespin—
Frank: “Mayor Rizzo hated that”—B saw a crowd of people
in front of the Hall. “What’s going on over there?” A lady in
the seat in front of him turned around and said, “That’s the
skating rink.” Shades of Rockefeller Center!
Just around the corner and—Macy’s! More shoes in one
space than I’ve ever seen, and that was one of two! The
eagle was magnificent—thousands of individual hand-made
bronze feathers and lots of people taking pictures of their
families.
Back outside the weather was cold we saw an inordinate

number of Santas Mrs. Santas on the street. These were
partygoers, dressed in Santa’s helpers outfits with Santa’s
helper’s hats. The first group we saw was two couples, the
women in tunics with very short skirts, leggings, knee-high
high-heeled black boots. After that we saw 3 or 4 more parties
of people—one of them with the younger men in what looked
like red pajamas Santa’s helper’s hats. Is this a Philadelphia
thing? Frank didn’t know anything about it.
The Plough and The Stars for supper was loud but cozy, well
decorated for Christmas had a South and North Pole.**
People took their pictures in front of the giant Christmas tree.
I think Frank told us the building used to be a bank—B was
fascinated by the partly covered-up old interior decoration.
We admired our server’s perserverance getting through the
crowd.
A table was set up for a private party—Amy’s? Linda’s?—we
read the printed invites/menus. But the party never showed
up while we were there.
B and Frank had the fish chips dinner. B ate only a
small portion of his and had only one glass of cider to drink.
I admired B’s reserve. All of our leftovers were packed for
Frank’s lunch.
The P S was almost over to the river, but we didn’t try to
get all the way over. It was time to eat!
We made several stops en route home.
First to find a bathroom for B. He had been drinking
enormous quantities of water at the pub “to keep my stomach

* Frank is willing and excellent staff to Hodge the Cat: a rescue cat from the local
veterinarian.

** The big main room had a mezzanine added to it. The support poles were
wrapped with red ribbons and labeled North and South, respectively. Cute.
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open” for the feast tomorrow. He was eying the big open lawn
of Independence Mall for a pipi rustique. Frank was horrified.
“Can you wait a few blocks?” F had a Starbucks or something
in mind. Then B saw the visitor center at the mall said “Is
that open”? We saw a few people inside and indeed it still was.
So there were nice bathrooms and a funny thing. On one
wall of the Center was a holographic image of the Liberty
Bell. B was peering at it being puzzled when the guard at
the door called out “Back up!” B looked around the guard
motioned him back. It turned out that to really see the image
you had to be standing almost all the way across the corridor
and walk back and forth—looking at it close up was no good!
So then B the guard had to have a discussion about it, with
the guard saying. “Yeah, we have to tell everyone to back up.”
B said there should be a sign on the screen saying so. The
guard laughed agreed.
On to Burlington Factory which caught my eye as we
passed—no carryon bags despite my looking at a couple
hundred of bags; no scarf for B. He said, “They had scarves,
all jumbled on the shelf and piled on the floor. With hats and
stuff all mixed in. It looked like a hurricane had been through
them.” B has gotten a bee in his bonnet—he wants a scarf like
he saw the men wearing in France.
Then Frank took us through the courtyard of City Hall to
see the old architectural details the Christmas tree. It was
lovely weird—piped Christmas Muzak was playing and
with all the people admiring the decorations I thought we
were in a movie.
Just outside the courtyard on the other side of the building
we were on the Dilworth park, and @ the Rothman skating rink
that we had seen from the bus. Not the biggest rink ever, but
thronged w/ people all in white similar must be rented skates.

&

&

&
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People falling down, people clutching the railings, a few kids
zooming through the melee. The expressions on all the faces
were marvelous.
Last stop at a very nice liquor store for a bottle of Balvenie,
for Frank to save for our next visit. He had been saying we
needed a wee dram for the night, we said save it. At that
point we opted for a taxi rather than catching the bus. It was
getting late.

&

&

&
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Day 2: Sunday, December 14, 2014—Panarda!
Today we slept in. There had been discussion about perhaps going out in the morning, but in the end there just was
not time. We were expected at Le Virtue between 11:30
noon—taking a cab, we arrived at 11:45. Frank had suggested
he could come with us on the busses and so forth but by this
morning all that was too much. He’s a good friend.
Got Campari’s at the bar. Chatted with other early arrivers.
Most were 1st timers. We were called to sit down at noon.
Two long tables, 7 on a side one at the end. Some briefing by
the owner, Chef wine purveyors. First course around 12:30.
And they kept coming! 3 were served with more than
1 thing on a plate. Appetizers, 5, came on a single plate.
About halfway, a plate of 4 crostini. At the end, 4 desserts.
Everything else, single plates, 38 courses all together!
I made it to the end, had to give away some meat courses
after a bite of course didn’t eat desserts. But everything
else. 8 different wines Bucky ordered grappa for us and a
tablemate at the end.

&

&

&
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Day 2: Sunday, December 14, 2014—Introduction
Notes given to us at the feast.

Le Virtù
La Panarda

Thank you for coming to our 4th Panarda, to our knowledge
the only annual evocation of this Abruzzese tradition outside the
region of Abruzzo. From Domenica Marchetti’s wonderful piece in
the Washington Post on last year’s event, to a host of other formal
and informal pieces, much has been written about what the event is
like, what to expect, etc. Let me add my cinque centesimi before you
all dive headfirst (though some of you might prefer the “can opener”
or “cannonball”…it’s your call) into what might seem (but is not) at
parent pool of decadence and depravity.
I’ve elsewhere provided some historical notes for you to read
at your leisure. The history of the Panarda is long and its meaning (in Abruzzo) nominally tied to a saint’s day, a civic event or
another special communal occasion. Le Virtù’s event is sui generis,
I think. Owing to the cooperation of friends at Cantina Frentana
in Abruzzo, and our wine partners with the Artisans Cellar and
Tricana Imports, we are able to offer some amazing regional varietals. Nine Abruzzi wines will be served today, some of them rare.
The menu is not a typical chef’s tasting. It’s not about Chef Joe
Cicala, or Sous Brandon Howard showing off. What it is, is our—
and especially Joe’s—recommitment to Le Virtù’s mission, digging
deeper into Abruzzo’s cucina (yes, with a couple short ventures outside of its boundaries) and our renewed appreciation of the region
we try to honor—the diversity of its ingredients, the invention and
ingenuity of its cooks, etc. Of course, Joe and Brandon apply their
imagination to some recipes, but these innovations are respectful
and done with tradition in mind.
◀

Table of Contents

Mostly, this is about conviviality, about the communal spirit we
find everywhere in Abruzzo but which is never so present as when
people come together to dine. A Panarda requires much work from
the kitchen and front-of-house staff, but most of what will make it
special will come from you. You sit at communal tables to engender
conversation, to hopefully allow the walls between us all—walls
that seem so very high in the 21st century—to come down. Shared
foods, wine, warmth, laughter, hospitality…these are some of the
aspects of Abruzzese culture that attracted us from the first and
that inspired us to create Le Virtù. During the Panarda we hope
that Le Virtù becomes less a restaurant than a home, a place where
old and new friends meet to enjoy what’s best about cuisine and
enjoy community.
And, this needs to be said: this meal is not for the faint of heart.
Unlike previous Panarde, we will not supply our servers with
shotguns to make sure you finish your dishes. We’ve looked into
the legality of this and there’s too much liability. Try some dishes
you will probably never have or see outside Abruzzo and enjoy
yourselves and your neighbors. That’s all that really matters.
Thank you all for coming.
Panarda History

Nobody’s sure where the word “panarda” comes from: possibly
a combination of pane (bread) and lardo (lard); maybe the Greek
“pan” meaning “all,” and the Arab “ardo,” meaning “heat” or “fire.”
Today, the feast is a rare event generally attached to a religious
festival or grand civic occasion. The town where the tradition
has persisted the longest is Villavallelonga, Province of L’Aquila,
located in an isolated valley, just outside the oldest of Abruzzo’s
three national parks, Il Parco Nazionale d’Abruzzo.
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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The Panarda was once widespread in Abruzzo, but Villavallelonga
is where it has most endured and enjoys its most sacred aspect. The
1st recorded Panarda occurred here in 1657. The Serafini family is
documented to have shared food that year, as part of a long standing tradition.
Legend holds that, years before, a mother of the Serafini clan left
her child in a crib while she went to get water at the village fountain.
When she returned, she found her child in the mouth of a wolf. She
prayed to Sant’Antonio Abate, and the wolf gently placed the baby
on the floor and left. The Serafini woman then promised a feast, to
be held in perpetuity, in Sant’Antonio’s honor. Today the Serafini
and about 19 other families in the village prepare and host the
Panarda.
Feasting begins the night of January 16 and ends at the dawn
the next day, the 17th, the day honoring Sant’Antonio Abate (who
protects those who raise animals). Outside the dining hall, a large
fire burns all night. Singers and performers drop by during the
feast. This panarda has about 50 courses and can’t end until the
following morning, when the diners are served fava beans, special
bread and a glass of wine.
Last year, after writer Domenico Marchetti wrote about our
panarda in the Washington Post, the article was translated into
Italian, reproduced in nearly a dozen local Abruzzesi papers and
websites, and word reached the village of Villavallelonga. The
people of the village reached out to us with offers of friendship and
kindness (recipes, lodging, invitations to their next Panarda) that
left us deeply humbled. Our Panarda pales in comparison to theirs,
in terms of both tradition and sacrifice. We do hope, however, that
ours honors of the theirs in some small way.

Snippets from other sources. For the entire article and photos,
visit the respective web sites!
Another article about Le Virtù’s panarda…
http://www.gq.com/life/food/201307/le-virtu-40-course-italian-meal

Le Virtù—that’s “The Virtues” in Abruzzese dialect—opened
its doors in 2007, just 10 blocks from the old family row home but
decades since most of the city’s Italians lived there. The restaurant’s
goal was simple: do things “the old way.” In a sense, Le Virtù
opened to remind the area’s new residents of what was once there.
And to wag a finger at those of us who have left and forgotten…
http://www.rusticocooking.com/abruzzo.htm

The mountain town of Villavallelonga has preserved its panarda
traditions more fervently than others, and local families still host
the feast on an annual basis. To go to Villavallelonga, take Highway
25 to the Celano exit, then follow the road to Trasacco and look for
Villavallelonga.
http://www.abruzzobloggercommunity.com/la-panarda/

I did not know at the time, but in 1949, I experienced my first La
Panarda. The special celebration was the return of my parents to
their homeland, after an absence of 16 years and to introduce their
8 year old daughter to her maternal grandparents and extended
Italian family. Without any knowledge of the significance of
Panarda at the time, I do recall hours at the table and endless dishes,
which I later learned had totaled over 30. I remember being surprised to find friends and family still at the table when I appeared
the next morning for breakfast…
An interesting variant…
http://www.villasantostefano.com/villass/english/panarda.htm

Certainly one of the most and old tradition of Ciociaria is “La
◀
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Panarda” that every year in the 16th of August takes place in Villa
Santo Stefano on occasion of festivity of S.Rocco,the patron Saint
of the town.
It consists in the cooking and delivery of bread and chickpeas
to the people and to the foreign Tourists too. This most important
celebration is for the people of our small town a intensive mixture
of holy tradition,remembers and fun…
http://gourmetcookingandliving.com/gourmet_living/the_panarda_of_
abruzzo_44.html

Receiving an invitation for a Panarda can mean a great sacrifice
for guests who must never abandon their fellow dinners until
the end, or they will suffer the misfortune forever. Declining an
invitation can even mean to pay with blood. The head of the house
that gives the invite, in fact, can take it like as an insult, an offense
that may even be remedied with a challenge to a duel. It is said that
one time, the poet D’A nnunzio, received an invitation and so as
not to hurt the feelings of who had wanted him at his Panarda table,
pretended to be gravely ill…

◀
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The company assembled.

Aperitivo (Appetizer)

Notes

Allie’s interview.

Stewed cuttlefish with spring peas

Notes

Gamberi (prawns) in padella, black chick pea puree

Notes

Calamari ripieni in umido

Notes

Sgombri in saor (mackerel, onion, raisins, pine nuts)

Notes

Baccala in umido with potatoes, olives, capers and tomatoes

Notes

Capon broth, capon “polpetto,” “straccetti di uova” (egg drops)

Notes

Lamb sausage and lentil ragu, Calabrian chiles

Notes

Francesco’s interview.

Farrotto n’ndocca n’docca (farro, pork stew)

Notes

Tablemates and timballo.

Pasta e fagioli

Notes

Burrata, smoked tomatoes

Notes

Peter’s interview.

Michael’s interview.

Sheep’s milk ricotta, truffle honey, apples

Notes

Adrian’s interview.

Primo servizio dei piatti forti (First set of dishes strong)

(Listed on the menu in the order shown here.)

Notes

The upcoming timballo was on display for a bit.

Robin’s interview.

Artichoke filled trecce, brown butter

Notes

Serving the timballo.

Timballo

Notes

Fettuccine con ragù d’agnello

Notes

Radiatore di solina, wild boar ragu

Notes

Maccheroni alla chitarra in sugo teramana

Notes

Blood orange sorbet

Notes

Coniglio (rabbit) “in porchetta”

Notes

Anatra al forno (oven-roasted duck)

Notes

Grilled quail

Notes

Tagliata di manzo (sliced steak)

Notes

Agnello brasato (braised lamb)

Notes

Primo servizio di credenza

(Listed on the menu in the order shown here.)

Notes

Secondo servizio di credenza e confetteria

(Listed on the menu in the order shown here.)

Notes

Mary and Harry, of Naples. Florida, that is!

The wine hosts expounding. We can’t remember a thing.
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Le Virtù
La Panarda

14 Dicembre 2014
With wines from Cantina Frentana, the Artisan’s Cellar and Tricana Imports

◀
(12:30)

Aperitivo (Appetizer)
w/ sparkling Cococciola Brut 2012
Carciofi alla giudia (jewish-style artichokes)
Pallott cacio e uova con baccala (fritters of egg, pecorino e baccala)
Olive all’ascolana (fried pheasant-stuffed olive)
Suppli di zucca

◀
◀

Primo servizio di apertura (First opening service)
w/ Terre Valse Trebbiano d’Abruzzo DOC 2013
Stewed cuttlefish with spring peas
Gamberi (prawns) in padella, black chick pea puree

(1:20) ◀

Calamari ripieni in umido

w/ Cantina Frentana Organic Pecorino Terre di Cieti IGT 2013
◀
Sgombri in saor (mackerel, onion, raisins, pine nuts)
(2:05) ◀

Baccala in umido with potatoes, olives, capers and tomatoes

Secondo servizio di apertura (Second opening service)
w/ Cantina Frentana Organic Pecorino Terre di Cieti IGT 2013
◀ Capon broth, capon “polpetto,” “straccetti di uova” (egg drops)

◀
◀

Lamb sausage and lentil ragu, Calabrian chiles
Table of Contents

Four items on one plate.
Lemony.
baccala: salt cod
Rich and earthy.
Lemon or vinegar? Or perhaps just a strong olive?
Suppli = Italianisation of the French word surprise. A ball of rice
(generally risotto) soaked in egg, coated with bread crumbs and fried
(usually deep-fried). Typical of the Roman Cuisine. —Wikipedia
zucca: squash
All iems on individual plates.
Rich, cheesy. Garlic. Olive oil apparent.
Prawns in a pan
Peppery. Purée a bit spicy. Squirt of lemon juice.
Squid stuffed and stewed
Stuffing was the tentacles ground up, with bread crumbs. Musty.
Mackerel in sauce
Served cool. Flavor seemed to be just from the garnishes.
Salt cod stewed
Fish still a bit tough. Sauce rich and salty.
All iems on individual plates.
Popette (polpetto): meatballs
Lots of fresh parsley flavor.
Chopped sausage mixed with the lentils. Chiles on the side in oil.
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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(3:00) ◀

Farrotto n’ndocca n’docca (farro, pork stew)

◀

Pasta e fagioli

Terzo servizio di apertura (Third opening service)
w/ Cantina Frentana Organic Pecorino Terre di Cieti IGT 2013
(4:00) ◀
Burrata, smoked tomatoes

◀

Sheep’s milk ricotta, truffle honey, apples

◀ Primo servizio dei piatti forti (First set of dishes strong)
w/ Cerasuolo di Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC 2013
Crostino of black truffle and guanciale
Capocollo with sweet and sour onions

Crostino of ’nduja

Pheasant terrine, carrots al’agro dolce
Mortadella with eggplant oreganata
◀
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Farrotto: a “risotto” of farro. farro: Spelt (Triticum spelta), Emmer
(Triticum dicoccum), and einkorn (Triticum monococcum) wheats are
[all] called farro in Italy, sometimes (but not always) distinguished as
farro grande, farro medio, and farro piccolo, respectively. n’ndocca
n’docca: mixed meat of pork (ears, tail, costatella, foot, tongue). A typical dish of Abruzzo cuisine. —Slow Abruzzo
Tomato base, meaty but no meat. Little bit of pasta.
Tiny toasted crumbs aromatic with rosemary. Beans crisp, sauce buttery
All iems on individual plates.
burrata: fresh Italian cheese made from mozzarella and cream. The
outer shell is solid mozzarella, while the inside contains both mozzarella
and cream, giving it a soft texture.—Wikipedia
Bucky’s favorite: smoke ans cheese!
Chef using two spoons to make particular little football shapes of the
cheese. Olive oil, sea salt. Black truffles. Chives.
All iems on individual plates.
guanciale (gwan-chee-AHL-ee): cured pork jowl or cheeks. Its name is
derived from guancia, Italian for cheek, and pillow. —Wikipedia.
Italy’s ultimate answer to bacon: Guanciale
capocollo: an Italian meat product formed by seasoning the meat found
between the hog’s head (capo) and shoulder (collo) and letting it rest for
about 10 days before stuffing it into a natural casing and then aging it
for at least 90 days. —Food Network Encyclopedia
’nduja (n-DOO-yuh): spicy, spreadable pork sausage.
A Dollop of Salami, Spreading From Calabria
Almost too spicy. The first thing Bucky did not finish: had one bite, left
one.
oreganata: Add oregano to anything and it becomes oreganata. —
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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Answers.com
Blandish but very rich meat. Perfect little chunk of fat in the middle.

Secondo servizio dei piatti forti (Second set of dishes strong)
w/ Cantina Frentana Organic Montepulciano d’Abruzzo DOC
2013
(5:30) ◀
Artichoke filled trecce, brown butter

◀

Timballo

◀

Fettuccine con ragù d’agnello

◀

Radiatore di solina, wild boar ragu

w/ Cantina Frentana Rubesto Montepulciana d’Abruzzo
Riserva DOC 2010
◀
Maccheroni alla chitarra in sugo teramana

◀

Table of Contents

All iems on individual plates.

trecce: Literally, braids. There is trecce pasta that is thin, braidedlooking strings, but that is not what we had.
Heard a noise in the kitchen and looked to see a huge flame over the
stove. Scent of sweet caramel butted wafted out.
Tiny bit of grated salty cheese, rich. Ended with a sweet taste in the
mouth.
The name comes from timbale, French for kettledrum. Prepared in a
dome or springform pan. Eggs or cheese are used as a binder. Crêpes are
used as a base in Abruzzo. —Wikipedia
Presented on a cutting board for us to see. Boar, pork, rabbit, lamb and
pheasant. I was told the crust was crêpes. Assume the interior was, also.
ragù d’agnello: lamb stew
With a little bit of grated cheese. Mild, rich comfort food, almost plain.
Radiatori are small, squat pasta shapes that are said to resemble radiators. They were created in the 1960s by an industrial designer.—Wikipedia
solina: “Poor wheat” of the Abruzzo. An old variety of wheat, adapted
to growing in the poor mountain land of the Apennines.—Italian Menu
Decoder
Definitely comfort food.
They began began serving this wine early. We had drunk up all the
organic!
maccheroni alla chitarra: a variety of egg pasta typical for the regional
cuisine of Abruzzo. The tool with which this pasta is produced, called
the “chitarra” which translates to guitar, gives the pasta its name, shape
and a porous texture that allows pasta sauce to adhere fully to the great
satisfaction of the palate.—Wikipedia
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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Intermezzo (Interlude)
Blood orange sorbet

(7:30) ◀

Terzo servizio dei piatti forti (Third set of dishes strong)
w/ Cantina Frentana Rubesto Montepulciana d’Abruzzo
Riserva DOC 2010
◀
Coniglio (rabbit) “in porchetta”

(8:15) ◀

◀

Anatra al forno (oven-roasted duck)
Grilled quail

◀

Tagliata di manzo (sliced steak)

◀

Agnello brasato (braised lamb)
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sugo: sauce, cooking juices poured over, etc. Lots of different things could
be a sugo.
teramana: As it is done in Teramo, Abruzzi. But what that means in
this case is unknown.
Herby.
Sweet. Frozey-cold plate. Two-spoon shaping. When the football wouldn’t
come off the spoon, the chef held his fingers to the back of it to melt it off.
All iems on individual plates.

in porchetta: The Italian Menu Decoder has coniglio imporchettato as
deboned rabbit stuffed with truffles and sausage. The Food network has
“Rabbit Cooked Like a Tuscan Pig: Coniglio in Porchetta,” which is just
stuffed rabbit, cooked whole. Ours was deboned.
With roasted-toasted broccolli or rabé crown. Delicious combination of
flavors in the meats. Rabbit tough, slightly undercooked. About this time
someone commented that the chef was spending a lot of time not in the
kitchen. Hmmm!
Tiny orange rind slices. Dried cranberries (?) on the side.
With chickpeas in herby sauce. Blackened skin, but meat tough and
underdone/chewy.
Slightly tough, but beautiful rare with blackened crust. Salty & oiled
arugula, pickled green tomato (or green peppers?).
With roasted brussels sprouts. Lamb tender. A bit blackened, so each
plate’s piece must have been blasted independently.

(Continued)
◀

Table of Contents
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(9:45) ◀

Primo servizio di credenza
(First set of dishes from the sideboard, or buffet)
w/ Cantina Frentana PanardaRiserva Montepulciana
d’Abruzzo DOC 2007
(Marcelli Formaggio artisanal sheep’s-milk cheeses from Anversa
degli Abruzzi and Scanno)
Scorza nera

Juniper smoked ricotta
Brigantaccio

◀

Secondo servizio di credenza e confetteria
(Second set of dishes from the sideboard or buffet
and/with/of confectionery)
w/ Cantina Frentana Panarda Riserva
Montepulciana d’Abruzzo DOC 2007
Chocolate hazelnut cake
Caramelized orange polenta cake, fennel pollen gelato
Caggiunitt (fried pastries with chocolate, mosto cotto, chestnuts, etc)

Roasted pears, saffron mascarpone, toasted almonds

(10:10)
◀
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All iems on one plate.

scorza: bark (of a tree); peel or skin (of an orange etc); nera: black.
A ricotta made from sheep’s milk. The black skins comes from natural
moulds, and protects the ricotta inside keeping it soft, rich and very
delicate.—Marcelli Formaggi
Semi-firm, mild, not too creamy.
Semi-dry, smooth, yes, smokey. Hint of lemon.
This unique type of Pecorino is aged and matured the way Brigands
used to. —Marcelli Formaggi
Dry, almost crumbly. With honey.
All iems on one plate.

mosto cotto: literally, cooked must. Must (from the Latin vinum mustum, “young wine”) is freshly pressed fruit juice (usually grape juice)
that contains the skins, seeds, and stems of the fruit.
Condimento (dressing) balsamic vinegars may be labeled as condimento
balsamico, salsa balsamica or salsa di mosto cotto.—Wikipedia
Bucky—oohing and ahhing over the chocolate—got to have his neighbor’s caggiunitt.

(The End! Except for a couple golden grappas from the bar.)
(Don’t forget to use the Bookmarks!)
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Day 3: Monday, December 15, 2014—Shopping and Touring with Frank, Return
We woke feeling amazingly well. The night before, Frank
gave me a copy of The Blackhouse, by Peter May, based on my
interest in Celtic stories. Our train was due to leave at 3:30;
F said a fifteen minute taxi ride. We had time for another
excursion. B thought we should get lucques at the Reading
Market. I thought we could also get some snacks or a sandwich to have on the train—we didn’t feel stuffed full!
The bus that came to F’s bus stop was a double-bus, we
had fun standing in the middle feeling the floor swivel
underneath us.
First stop getting off at the department store (I needed a
bathroom). The bathrooms were up next to the children’s
dept the kids being pushed in strollers dragged along
were cute as bugs.
Bucky once again unsuccessfully shopped for a scarf.
There were lots of men’s scarves, just not the kind he wants.
Once back outside we headed for the Liberty Bell—B insisted,
saying he had never seen it. Along the way Frank took us
through a couple of his favorite sites. So we saw the Bourse
building, w/ the atrium full of cast iron railings. Then the
Curtis Center, which was the headquarters of the old Curtis
Publishing company. It had a wonderful and odd atrium that B
F were calling Art Deco Egyptian. It looked like an open
courtyard with little balconies, but was under a glass roof.
The main thing here was the Dream Garden—Tiffany glass
tile mosaic designed by Maxfield Parrish. We had a glimpse
of it from outside on a previous trip, but seeing it up close
was wonderful.
So then the Bell. Guard wouldn’t let us in the bottom end
of the building—B said, “It’s a one way system. Oh man, when

&

&

&

&
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they have a million people standing in line on Fourth of July
weekend, they have to have a system!”
The Bell was a piece of work. I think I’d been to see it—of
course not in this new center—a long time ago on a school
trip. But I didn’t remember all the history of it’s being cracked
almost from the very beginning. Ironic that a plaque quoted
the founders as ordering a bell made by the finest workmanship. Hah!
B was fascinated by the rough surface and all the bashings
chipping along the bottom edge. Probably made him think
of all his family heirlooms all cracked and stained!
Then a bit of sustenance at Menagerie Coffee shop near Christ
Church. This morning we had been by a chocolate shop that
said it was the oldest in the city and we briefly debated stopping in, but pressed on. The idea of a hot chocolate lingered.
We had also been near the old church Saturday night,
Frank had been telling us about sitting outside it on his favorite bench w/ a coffe from his favorite shop. B had said the old
church would be interesting to see.
So this morning as a next-to-last thing B said we should
see Frank’s bench and the church, F said we could have our
hot chocolate on the way, and we did!
In the church we were remarking on how it reminded us
of a Christopher Wren church in London when a docent
came up and offered to lead us around. We told her of our
reminiscence and she said it was indeed based on Wren’s
work in London. But there wasn’t time to take a real tour, so
we scooted to…
The Reading Market, including sandwiches for the train
ride home. B showed the servers at the Cheese Shop his

&

&
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notes on Skinny Girl about special cheeses he wants so he
can make south of France cheesy potatoes—they had no idea.
Picholines, luques, Locatelli cheese.
At the sandwich shop, B got a muffaletta I got a po boy—
it took forever to have my sandwich cooked. Back to Frank’s
house by taxi to collect bags say goodbye to Hodge. Taxi
from F’s to 30th Street station.
All went smoothly except for a slight 15 min. delay in the
arrival of our train at the station. Huge long line of people
at our stairs, but we got seats together. Phewph! Sandwiches
good!
We really didn’t bother to use Skinny Girl to follow along
as we rode—too tired too sated with memories.
Easy to get to Rocket Girl @ the train station and a not too
bad ride home in the rush hour.
Mr Twee more or less ignoring us as is his due since we
have been away so long. Good cat sitting by Nancy.
What a wonderful weekend!

&

&

&
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A Feast to Remember

There was certainly a lot of poohbah while making the reservation,

and in reading, and while the wine hosts were speaking, about how
impossible it was going to be to finish this feast.
Allie with her Pool was going on about finishing; several of
Loie’s Interview Subjects were mentioning it. Loie was told, and
the newspaper and magazine articles mention, that we should wear
loose, expandable clothes. It’s possible that the portion sizes have
been reduced over the years. So some of the poohbah might no
longer be entirely relevant.
But, we did it relatively easily and pleasantly, and in the end,
other than the two absconders, everyone at our table finished their
feasts. There were the occasional examples of not fully cleaned
plates here and there at our end of our table. That could easily have
been attributed to just not liking a particular serving as much as a
previous or a hoped-for subsequent one. Certainly the assembled
company managed to drink one of the wine pairings dry before its
time. Hmmm.
Loie said, “I thought I wasn’t going to finish. Then we had the
sorbet, and it just smoothed the dinner on down, and I was ready to
go again.” And she did finish. (By using a bit of judicious donating
during the piatti forti courses.) But we’re pikers. My seat neighbor
Adrian ate and ate and was ready to keep going.
The feast would have been much more congenial for me if it
hadn’t been for two things, both of them attributable to the room
in which we dined: heat, and noise.
We didn’t manage to get pictures which give an over-all view of
our dining room. Mostly never thought of it. (That’s what comes
of amateur documentation.) We were two long tables in a room
whose one end was the kitchen, and wasn’t any bigger than the
space needed for tables and chairs. The walls were bare, the floor
◀
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was tile, the end opposite the kitchen was glass patio doors that
never opened. The heat of kitchen and diners, without any relief of
fresh air, was sweltering.
The compounded noise of thirty-or-so people hollering and
screaming at the top of their lungs to be heard over each others’
voices reverberating off hard walls, tile floor and glass doors was
deafening. Loie and I often couldn’t make ourselves understandable to each other across our table. There were times of relief,
especially as the night wore on, when large groups of folks went out
to smoke and cool off on the patio between courses.
During one of these breaks, I mentioned the noise to someone. A
lady standing near said, “It’s part of the Italian experience to have
people yelling over three others.” Luckily, I wasn’t so far gone to
repudiate with, “Lady, we’ve been to plenty of Italian restaurants
where all we heard spoken was Italian. And we never heard such
an infernal cacophonous deafening din as this.” Perhaps she was
thinking of Italian-Americans.
The food and wine were magnificent. The staff worked like fortyacre mules pouring, serving, clearing, replacing tableware and
glasses. The dining company was a whole lot of fun.
But it needs to be out in the piazza, surrounded by millenia-old
facades, with kids running around the periphery, kicking soccer
balls, the air rolling in off the fields and a big old ivory moon rolling across the sky, marking the wearing on of the night.
Until we find that venue, the Le Virtù feast will be the best—and
I mean that without qualification—eating-and-partying we’ve ever
had.
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